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There‘s a program called ICVerify that can
potentially increase the income you derive
from your law practice. It‘s not so much
ICVerify; that‘s only part of it. We‘re talking
about opening a merchant credit card account
so clients can charge attorney fees on their
credit card.
Before we knew better, we thought that taking
credit card payments was no different than
receiving client payments via cash or check—
six of one, half-dozen of the other. We also
reasoned that with credit card charges you‘ve
got to pay a percentage to the bank administering the merchant credit card account, so under
no circumstances could it be better to accept
charges than direct payments, right?
Wrong. We found that accepting credit card
payments not only increased our receipts, but
increased them substantially in excess of the
fees paid to our merchant bank. It‘s difficult to
precisely assess the extent of the increase, but
in our case, the increase in receipts in the first
year was slightly over 40%. There are many
other factors that affect income (the increasing
size of our product line being one), but we can
think of two reasons why accepting credit
cards might increase your law office receipts.
First, clients can be cash poor and credit rich.
This is not at all uncommon for persons in
legal distress. Permitting these clients to pay
the retainer by credit card eases his or her immediate financial burden. For some clients it
might be the only way to pay a substantial
retainer. An additional benefit for the law office is that it saves the clerical time that normally accompanies repeated billing on an unpaid balance. For law offices that take mort(Continued on page 2)

Isn’t it great to talk to a
human? Although some
of us around here question
whether our support guru,
Ernie, qualifies, we take
considerable pride in the
fact that we do not have an
automated answering system. In case you’ve led a
sheltered life, an automated answering system
makes you listen to a
menu, then select an item

PDF, or portable document format, is a type
of file format that only certain programs can
read. A TXT file, for example, is a text or
ASCII file that NotePad and most word processors can read. In case you‘re not familiar
with file types, the file type is usually reflected in the extension of the file name. The
extension is the three character part of the file
name that follows the period, i.e., MYFILE.TXT. Unfortunately, when you install
Windows, Windows Explorer is set to hide the
extensions. You can change this characteristic
of Windows Explorer, but that‘s another subject that we won‘t get into here.
So what‘s so important about PDF files? For
one thing, many government departments and
agencies use it. If you‘re going to download
income tax forms, estate tax forms or tax pub(Continued on Page 3)

that takes you to another
menu where you select
another item that takes
you to another menu ….
Eventually you are presented with menu choices
that don’t apply to you and
you hang up. Businesses
claim they use these systems to process calls
quicker. Gag here. At Puritas Springs we have no
tech support fee, and no
pay lines (1-900). All we
have is real people that
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gages or other forms of liens from their clients
as security for payment of attorney fees, the
credit card method is infinitely easier for a
law office to administer than recording liens
and battling through the execution/collection
process.
Second, some clients are most willing to pay
and feel the strongest about the merits of his
or her cause in the very beginning. Striking
while the iron‘s hot, so to speak, has advantages in those situations where a client later
becomes disillusioned with the system when
things don‘t go his or her way. These clients
tend to blame their own attorney for things
that are beyond the attorney‘s control. These
clients make poor future payment prospects.
This is probably similar to the reason you now
find courts accepting credit cards in payment
of traffic fines, court costs, etc.
If you‘re not sold or at least interested in taking credit card charges, you can stop reading
this article and move on to something else.
From here on we‘ll be explaining how we set
up a merchant credit card account and what it
cost.
The first thing we did was call our bank and
ask for Merchant Services. When our bank
acted like they were doing us some kind of
favor, we ended up calling a second bank that
acted more interested. The motto here is that
there are a lot of banks competing for this
business, so sign up with one that gives you
good vibes.
The start-up procedure involved starting a
checking account that would function as a
depository for approved credit card transactions. At the same time we signed a credit
report of sorts along with the necessary papers
to start the account. We imagine every bank
has somewhat different procedures, but they
are pretty much the same in principle. Some
of the paperwork involves agreeing to pay the
bank a percentage of total charges. In our case
this was 2.25%. In typical sneaky bank fashion, there are a number of other charges involved, i.e., checking account maintenance
fee (about $13.00 monthly); set up (a one-

time $100 charge).
In reviewing our records, it would appear that
there are other factors that make up the merchant bank‘s fees because our monthly statements never came out to 2.25%—sometimes
less, sometimes more (usually more), but
never 2.25%! It would appear there are transaction fees and other small
charges related to the average
charged amount.
The next consideration was the
credit card machine. The bank or
a related company offered to lease
us a credit card machine for about
$60.00 a month. Actually, we
can‘t remember the exact price,
but it may have been as much as
$75 to $100 per month. This is
where ICVerify comes in. We
decided to use our own computers
as the credit card machine and
purchased a program called
ICVerify for Windows to process
the credit card transactions.
ICVerify was an additional $400,
but it paid for itself after a few
months because we didn‘t need to
rent a machine and have used
ICVerify for about three years.

―… some clients
are most willing
to pay and feel
the strongest
about the merits
of his or her
cause in the very
beginning. Striking while the
iron’s hot, so to
speak, has advantages in those
situations where a
client become disillusioned with
the system when
things don’t go
his or her way.

The biggest rub in our scenario
was setting up ICVerify. The manual was not that good and we only
got things working after a lengthy
telephone call to ICVerify that was
also conferenced with our bank.
Thankfully, we finally got
ICVerify’s operating parameters set correctly
and everything worked like a charm and has
remained working ever since.

If you‘re interested in starting a merchant
credit card account or would like additional
information about them, you might try calling
Lori Kowalski of Key Bank at 440-734-2665.
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lications, you need a program that reads
PDF files. Likewise, the Ohio Department
of Taxation uses the PDF format.
As we mentioned earlier, the bad news is
that not just any program can read or open a
PDF file. The good news is that Adobe‘s
Acrobat Reader—the program
that does read PDF files—is free!

―As we mentioned
earlier, the bad
news is that not
just any program
can read or open
a PDF file. The
good news is that
Adobe’s Acrobat
Reader—the program that does
read PDF files—
is free!‖

Many programs you buy or
download contain a copy of Acrobat Reader. You can tell if you
already have a copy by checking
to see if there‘s an ACROBAT
folder on your C: drive. You
could also search your C: drive for
ACRO*.EXE. Different version
of Acrobat Reader have different
file names, but they all start with
ACRO.
If you don‘t have Acrobat Reader
already, here‘s how you can get it.

6. At this point, your browser will probably
ask you where to download the file. Usually you can accept the default file name
and download location. This step sets up a
temporary file location. You‘ll later execute the downloaded file to install Acrobat
Reader. It might be good to make a note of
the file name and location before starting
the download.
7. When the download is complete, disconnect from the Internet and locate the file
that you downloaded by using Windows
Explorer. You should be able to doubleclick on the file name to start the installation.
8. Now, follow the Acrobat Reader installation steps. Usually this amounts to ratifying the default installation location, etc.
When you‘re done, you are ready to
download PDF files, and view and print
them off line.

1. Get on line and go to the Puritas Springs Home Page at
www.puritas-springs.com.

2. Click on our Downloads button to take you to our Downloads web page.
3. Scroll to the bottom of our Downloads
page. At the bottom you‘ll see a section
called File Formats. There you‘ll find a link
to Adobe‘s free download site that you can
click on.
4. At the Adobe page, select the Windows
version of Acrobat Reader from the list of
available files.
5. Finally, click on the Download button for
the Acrobat Reader for Windows file.
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A man walked into his backyard only to
find a 600 lb. gorilla sitting in a tree. He
telephoned the Wildlife Service and an
agent arrived with a stick, handcuffs, a
tiny Chihuahua and a shotgun.
“Listen carefully”, the agent said. “I‟m
going to climb the tree and prod the
gorilla with this stick. When the gorilla
falls to the ground, the Chihuahua is
trained to attack the gorilla‟s genitalia.
When the gorilla instinctively crosses
his hands to protect himself, you slap
the handcuffs on him.”
“I understand,” said the homeowner,
“but what is the shotgun for?”
“If I should slip and fall” said the technician, “shoot the damn Chihuahua!”
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A Reader Retorts
―I couldn‘t help laugh at the ‗Breaking the
Rules‘ article in your hints and useless information column regarding Gateway Computers.
I purchased five Gateway Computers and
have had nothing but trouble. Gateway has
been unresponsive, their technical support is
rude and uninformed. Their supervisory staff
is rude. Gateway‘s product is second rate in
all respects.
I have recently purchased a new computer
which is a Dell. When I replace the computers
in my office, they will be something other
than Gateway. I just want you to know not
everybody is as gung ho on Gateway as you.
Very truly yours,
JBF‖
You don‘t seem to be an argumentative or
contentious type of person, so we can‘t imagine why the Gateway support people and
managers were rude to you. At any rate, we
were sorry to hear that you feel you got a raw
deal. Our experience with Gateway has been
quite the opposite of yours—very few problems and good handling of our technical inquiries. Your letter demonstrates one unalterable fact about computer manufacturers, however—there is an unacceptable rate of failure
in the computer industry that consumers
would find unacceptable in the manufacture
of other goods such as cars, etc.
Unfortunately, we couldn‘t find a reference at
the time of this writing, but we remember a
computer industry figure that put hard drive
failure rate at nearly 20% in the first year of
operation! All we can say if this is true is
―Wow!‖
While we were grateful to you for sending us
your letter, we feel obligated to point out that
our article wasn‘t touting Gateway as much as
we were advising law offices to do business
with companies that have some name recognition versus purchasing computer equipment
from no-name companies (which is where we

were burned more than once). In our experience Dell (your recommendation) is a ―brand
name‖ that enjoys a good reputation and
makes a good computer. It may interest you
that we had a Dell computer that had a hard
drive failure in the first year. To its credit, Dell
had a technician on-site within 48 hours, the
hard drive was replaced along with the motherboard and we haven‘t had a problem since.
Annually, PC Magazine conducts
a reader survey that rates computer manufacturer‘s service and
reliability. The results of last
year‘s and this year‘s survey
were consistent with your observation—Dell was given a grade
of A both years; Gateway received a grade of B last year and
C this year.
A similar survey was taken by
Consumer Reports in July 1999.
The survey placed Dell (with 77
points) and Gateway (with 76
points) as the first and second
best companies to deal with in
terms of support satisfaction.

―I have recently
purchased a new
computer which
is a Dell. When I
replace the computers in my office, they will be
something other
than Gateway. I
just want you to
know not everybody is as gung
ho on Gateway as
you.‖

So, JBF, you‘ve called attention
to some interesting situations that
can develop when you purchase
computer equipment. Your preference for Dell computers is certainly well founded. From the
materials we were able to marshal, Dell consistently scores at the very top in service and
reliability. This was not true of notebook computers where Gateway scored better and cost
considerably less than a similar Dell notebook.
Consumer Reports, May 1999, p. 16. Dell or
Gateway. The point was and is that we feel it‘s
best to deal with the larger companies instead
of the no-namers when it comes to purchasing
law office computers.
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Windows 2000
No, we‘re not talking about Office 2000;
we‘re talking about the new operating system Microsoft is about to release called Windows 2000. With operating systems and office software changing every year or so, and
using nomenclature that seems designed to
confuse, it‘s difficult to decide
whether Windows 2000 is something a law office should bother
―With operating
Fortunately, for most law
systems and office with.
offices the answer is stick with
software changwhat you have. Law offices that
use Windows 98 or Windows 95—
ing every year or
and that probably makes up about
so, and using no- 95% of the law offices we deal
with—have little or nothing to
menclature that
seems designed to gain by making the switch.

confuse, it’s difficult to decide
whether Windows
2000 is something
a law office
should bother
with. Fortunately,
for most law offices the answer
is stick with what
you have. ‖

First of all, Windows 2000 is not a
successor to Windows 98 as its
name implies. Windows 2000 is
the upgrade to Windows NT. Windows NT is a network version of
Windows that is more stable than
either Windows 95 or 98, but it
costs more and, perhaps for that
reason, finds its way into far less
law offices than either Windows
98 or Windows 95.

Installing a new operating system
on your computer is never as easy
as you are led to believe. The
installation process can be complicated and time-consuming.
Even after installation it could
take several weeks to get everything tweaked the way you want it. In addition to this drawback is the fact that Windows 2000 does not run Windows 3.x programs. As a result, if you use any 16-bit
Windows applications (including most of our
Puritas Springs programs), you‘ll have to
give them up after installation of Windows
2000. Ditto for any DOS programs you may
be fond of using.
In case it‘s not already clear, if you don‘t
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have network cards installed in your computers, Windows 2000 loses much of its appeal. Furthermore, if you have network cards
and have less than a half-dozen or a dozen
computers, you can use Windows 98 and
Windows 95‘s built in networking system
called Network Neighborhood. For the types
of work a law office does, the file sharing
and printer sharing capabilities of the Network Neighborhood might be all a small or
medium size law office needs.
Us & Them
In the middle of the brouhaha over Intel‘s
computer chip ID that can be accessed by
web sites you visit, it has come to light that
Microsoft has a similar feature in Windows
98. It seems the Windows 98 Registration
Wizard that you use when you register your
copy of Windows 98 via the Internet also
generates a unique ID number. This ID can
also be accessed and manipulated remotely
by sites that you visit.
As the controversy rages between manufacturers and pro-privacy groups, it still isn‘t
clear why the manufacturers implemented
the registration number system in the first
place. What is clear, however, is that this
type of information can be used against the
consumer with relative ease.
Until you decide what your position is, you
may want to stay away from the Pentium III
chip and register your copy of Windows 98
via the registration card instead of using the
built-in registration wizard.
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Our goal over the years has always been the same—creating the best program at the
best price. The latest edition of our bankruptcy program is another step in that
direction.
We included programming changes and other innovations that significantly increase
user-friendliness.
Giving you the best value means dropping our price from $300.00 to $199.99! Don‘t
forget that you can try our demo of this program free by visiting our Web site, or for
$6.00 via the order form on page 31.

 Prepares the standard Official
Bankruptcy Form set for Chapters 7, 11,
12 and 13 bankruptcies

 A stand-alone program that needs no
other software to generate petitions and
schedules

 On-form data entry; no edit menus—
just start typing

 Print-shop-perfect forms on laser,
inkjet or even dot matrix printers

 Consolidated and integrated worksheets
make data entry easier than ever before

 More goof-proofing and help than ever
before—if you do the wrong thing,
WBank2 does the right thing

 Electronic creditors‘ matrix—create
creditor matrix on disk for jurisdictions
requiring or accepting electronic
matrices
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Form 9F (Alt) - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9G - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9H - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9I - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 10 - Proof of Claim
Form 11A - General Power of Attorney
Form 11B - Special Power of Attorney
Form 12 - Order and Notice for Hearing On Disclosure Statement
Form 13 - Order Approving Disclosure Statement and ...
Form 14 - Ballot for Accepting or Rejecting Plan
Form 15 - Order Confirming Plan
Form 17 - Notice of Appeal
Form 18 - Discharge of Debtor
Form 19 - Certification and Signature of Non-Attorney
Form 20A - Notice of Motion or Objection
Form 20B - Notice of Objection to Claim

Automates the following forms:
Form 1 - Voluntary Petition & Exhibit A
Form 2 - Declaration Under Penalty Of Perjury
Form 3 - Application and Order to Pay Filing Fee ...
Form 4 - List of Creditors Holding 20 Largest Unsecured ...
Form 5 - Involuntary Petition with continuation pages
Form 6 - Summary of Schedules
Form 6A - Real Property with continuation pages
Form 6B - Personal Property with continuation pages
Form 6C - Exempt Property with continuation pages
Form 6D - Secured Creditor’s Claims + continuation pgs
Form 6E - Unsecured Priority Creditors + continuation pgs
Form 6F - Unsecured Nonpriority Creditors + continuation pgs
Form 6G - Executory Contracts & Unexpired Leases + cont pgs
Form 6H - Codebtors with continuation pages
Form 6I - Current Income of Individual Debtors
Form 6J - Current Expenditures (joint and/or separate)
Schedule of Monthly Income & Expenses of Business Debtor
Form 6 Cont - Declaration Concerning Debtor’s Schedules
Form 7 - Statement of Financial Affairs (newly organized)
Form 8 - Individual Debtor’s Statement of Intention
Form 9A - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9B - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9C - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9D - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9E - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9E(Alt) - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
Form 9F - Notice of Commencement of Case ...
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Speed buttons provide one-click functionality for
saving or loading files, printing a particular schedule or form, and more



Dynamic help balloons pop-up to give you instant
help on button or other mouse functions



Complete reorganization of the bankruptcy information into fewer centralized, integrated, easy-touse worksheets

We know we‘ve said it before, but we can‘t emphasize enough that program changes and enhancements
occur as a result of feedback from you, our users. That‘s how our Basic Ohio Probate Forms and Ohio
Estate Tax for Windows programs became Ohio‘s premier probate software. Consequently, we couldn‘t
wait to turn our attention to a complete revamping of our Official Bankruptcy Forms for Windows.
Our own technical support lines provided the greatest source of information. By taking calls from users,
we learned what you like and don‘t like. It may be self-serving, but we take great interest in these calls.
By making our programs easier to use and trapping user errors, there‘s a dual benefit—you have a reduced learning curve AND there‘s one less tech support call for us to answer. Our 13-year track record
speaks for itself.
That‘s our pledge—easy to use programs at a reasonable cost.
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Our most recent release of U.S. Estate Tax
for Windows is a significant improvement
over its predecessor. In addition to minor
changes, two new schedules were added—
Schedule T for family- owned businesses
and Schedule U for conservation easements. Our new Form 706 program has the
following features:



Not merely an upgrade of our previous version, but a completely new program
that incorporates our newest programming techniques along with your best suggestions.



Screens look exactly like the 706 forms and all calculations are performed dynamically and automatically.



Now featuring context-sensitive help, meaning you can highlight a menu command, press land go straight to the related help topic. The help files contain a
complete, hyper-linked copy of the Form 706 instructions, in addition to the
complete text of Publication 590 – Introduction to Estate and Gift Taxes.



Network Friendly. A new set of options make network installation and maintenance easier than ever before.



Aside from the two new schedules, we‟ve created about 25 new custom continuation pages for added organization.



IRS-approved printed forms look “print-shop-perfect” on any Windows
printer.



Redesigned worksheets for entering beneficiaries, assets and debts. Each
worksheet allows you to work with centrally located information that you can effortlessly change, delete, insert, append and sort as you like.



Push-button implementation of common functions such as saving files, printing
forms, etc.



A Check Return function that features a checklist of nearly 100 points and reminders for preparing the final return.

Puritas Springs Software

Comprehensive List of Included Forms and Schedules
Form 706

U.S. Estate Tax Return - pages 1-3

Schedule L

Net Losses During Administration

Schedule A

Real Estate

Schedule M

Bequests, etc. to Surviving Spouse

Schedule A-1

Section 2032A Valuation - 4 pages

Schedule O

Charitable, Public and Similar Gifts

Schedule B

Stocks and Bonds

Schedule P

Credit for Foreign Death Taxes

Schedule C

Mortgages, Notes and Cash

Schedule Q

Credit for Tax on Prior Transfers

Schedule D

Insurance on the Decedent‘s Life

Schedule R

Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax - 3 pgs

Schedule E

Jointly Owned Property

Schedule R-1

Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax

Schedule F

Other Miscellaneous Property

Schedule T

Qualified Family-Owned Business

Schedule G

Transfers During Decedent‘s Life

Schedule U

Conservation Easement Exclusion

Schedule H

Powers of Appointment

Worksheet TG

Taxable Gifts Reconciliation

Schedule I

Annuities

Worksheet TG

Taxable Gifts Reconciliation

Schedule J

Funeral and Administrative Expenses

Line 9 Worksheet Gift Tax on Gifts Made After 1976

Schedule K

Debts of the Decedent, Mortgages, Liens

Sch Q Wrksht

Credit for Tax on Prior Transfers

U.S. Gift Tax Return
Form 709


Same easy-to-use look and feel as our Probate Combo
and U.S. Estate Tax Form 706 programs.



“Print-shop-perfect” forms identical to the IRS published
Form 709 set, and ready for filing.



Complete IRS printed instructions are included as a
searchable, indexed and linked Windows help file.



User-friendly price.
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Responding To Your Requests
Over the years, we‘ve had many requests for a program that automates the preparation of Form 1041,
U.S. Income Tax Return for Estates and Trusts. So
we introduced W1041, the latest complement to
our existing probate collection of programs (shaded
box at right).

Basic Ohio Probate Forms
Ohio Estate Tax
U.S. Estate Tax
U.S. Gift Tax
Adoption of Minors
Wrongful Death & Minor’s
Claims

The Lineup & The Lowdown
W1041 has all the forms in the Internal Revenue
Service‘s Form 1041 set. All forms are approved
by the Internal Revenue Service. The complete list
is in the shaded area to the right. We also want you
to know what W1041 does not cover. There are
many collateral forms that are used for complex
returns involving on-going businesses (Form
1040‘s Schedule C) or farm property (Form 1040‘s
Schedule F). There are probably 50 additional
forms that can be involved in complex returns;
however, for simple and normal returns, W1041 is
all you need and all at a price that a lot less than
the hundreds of dollars you‗ll pay for a similar
package from other software companies. Keep in
mind that there‘s no reason why you can‘t use your
normal federal tax software for computing business, farm income, depreciation and the like.

The IRS Filing Requirement
The Tax Code requires Form 1041 to be filed by
nearly every estate or trust with a federal identification number. The actual filing requirement is:

Form 1041
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule D

U.S. Income Tax for Estates & Trusts
Charitable Deduction
Income Distribution Deduction
Capital Gains and Losses (available in
unlimited continuation pages)
Schedule G
Tax Computation
Schedule I
Alternate Minimum Tax
Schedule J
Accumulation Distribution for Complex Trust
Schedule K-1
Beneficiary’s Share (available in multiple copies)
Form 1041-A
U.S. Information Return - Trust Accumulation of Charitable Amounts
Form 1041-ES Estimated Tax Worksheet
Form 1041-ES Estimated Tax Vouchers
Form 1041-QFT U.S. Income Tax Return for Qualified
Funeral Trusts
Form 1041-T
Allocation of Estimated Tax Payments
to Beneficiaries

“The fiduciary (or one of the joint fiduciaries) must
file Form 1041 for a domestic estate that has gross
income for the tax year of $600 or more.”

Even if you‘re not handling million dollar estates,
it‘s hard to find one that doesn‘t meet the filing
criteria. At a price of $39.95, W1041 pays for
itself as soon as you do one simple return.

Puritas Springs Software
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Effective October 1, 1998, the following forms changed: Form 6.1 –
Schedule of Assets, Form 9.0 – Application to Sell Personal Property,
Form 9.1 – Entry Authorizing Sale, Form 9.2 – Notice of Sale, Form 10.0
– Application to Distribute in Kind, Form 10.1 – Schedule of Property,
Form 10.2 – Notice of Hearing, Form 12.0 – Application for Certificate
of Transfer, and Form 12.1 – Certificate of Transfer. Effective May 3,
1999, these additional forms changed: Form 5.0 – Application to Relieve
Estate from Administration and Form 7.1 – Application for Apportionment of Family Allowance. So for probate practitioners, this new
package is a necessity.
With the new forms in effect, it was a prime opportunity for us to study
technical support calls and user suggestions in order to make the new
WBOPF35 the easiest to use program we’ve ever written. It‘s no exaggeration to say we‘ve spent hundreds of hours kicking WBOPF up to new
levels of user friendliness. Whether you‘ve tried the program in the past
or currently use it, you‘ll be amazed at this new version and wonder how
you‘ve been able to ‗get along without it!
The new help files are about 25% bigger than in the prior version. Again,
studying our users—what they like, and what they don‘t like, paid big
dividends. These are not cosmetic changes; they are designed to eliminate
problems and achieve our goal—zero learning curve. Help files are now
keyed to make them context sensitive. This means you can press l on
any menu command and get instant help. If you have a problem,
WBOPF35 can often find the topic you need to get going again.
If you‘re a new or experienced user looking for tips on creating better
looking forms, the new tutorial can take you step-by-step, from beginning
to end through creating a probate file, entering information and printing
forms. The tutorial was written and designed to accompany a new SAMPLE file that acts as an adjunct to the written tutorial.
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When we released Basic Ohio Probate Forms for
Windows (WBOPF) in 1995, we set new standards for probate software. At that time, about the
best ―software‖ available was probate form templates in a DOS can! Forms had no intelligence
and worse still, they didn‘t even handle the accounting part of a probate! It was hardly any better than using a word processor.

Here‘s a partial checklist of some of Version
3.5‘s features:

Law offices needed intelligently integrated probate forms. If you enter a decedent‘s name, address and date of death once, why reenter it on
multiple other probate forms? Ditto for assets and
debts. If you enter a lengthy real estate legal description once, why retype it on the Inventory,
then on the Certificate of Transfer, and later again
on the Final Account? You should even be able to
take the legal description and transfer it to Schedule A or E of the Ohio Estate Tax return.

 Has the ability to export probate files to the Ohio Estate

A probate program must handle financial information. Once you enter a real estate value, for
example, the value should appear automatically
on the Inventory (in the appropriate category, of
course); it should also appear automatically on the
Final Account (in the appropriate category); the
value should also appear on any of a dozen other
probate forms that require this information—
automatically. The same applies for the transfer of
this asset to the Ohio Estate Tax return.

 Handles all calculations automatically; most forms complete themselves automatically!

 Prepares all the Standard Probate Form set as set forth
in Rules 16 and 17 of the Supreme Court’s Rules for the
Superintendence of Common Pleas Courts.

Tax program that can, in turn, export a file to the U.S. Estate Tax program - a true single entry system.

 If there are 10 kin, in 10 different states, and each needs a

particular notice, you can have WBOPF35 prepare all ten
different copies in one step. Our new WBOPF35 makes
available the following forms in multiple sets: Form 1.0 Surviving Spouse, Next of Kin, Form 2.2 - Notice of Probate
of Will, Form 4.4 - Notice of Hearing, Form 5.3 – Notice of
Application to Relieve, Form 5.5 – Form 6.1 - Schedule of
Assets, Form 6.3 - Notice of Hearing, Form 10.2 – Notice of
Hearing, Form 10.4A - Notice to Distributee, Form 12.1 Certificate of Transfer, Form 12.2 – Entry Issuing Certificate,
Form 13.1 - Receipts and Disbursements, and Form 13.5 Notice of Hearing.

 The ability to insert, move, sort and delete individual assets
or debts in their respective worksheets.

 Context sensitive help. If you have a question about a particular command, merely highlight the command and press
l. The program takes you immediately to the related help
topic. We increased the content of our help files 500%. We
added more explanations, more troubleshooting, more
graphics, more of everything.

 Push button operation of common program functions such
as starting, loading or saving files, printing forms, etc.

 Available in a special Franklin County version that can be
purchased as a stand-alone program or as an adjunct to our
regular Basic Ohio Probate Forms.

In Good Humor
Two parents were discussing their children’s
education. One said, ―Yes, little Tommy’s now
in law school and hopes to become a lawyer.
We figured he’s always sticking his nose in
other people’s business, why shouldn’t he get
paid for it!‖

Puritas Springs Software

Do you need this new version? Absolutely! We
don‘t perform major upgrades like this one unless
required by law. The usually stable basic estate
tax form set changed in 1998 and again in 1999.
We did more than just update existing forms, we
completely rewrote Ohio Estate Tax for Windows, Version 3.5 (WOET35) to incorporate your
best suggestions over the years and nearly doubled the available forms! In addition to the
forms listed in the box to the right, we added
much-needed, specialized continuation sheets for
handling additional co-tenants on Schedule E as
well as Form 12‘s real property disclosures.
WOET35 is not a word-processing template or
old DOS program. It‘s a stand-alone, state-of-the
-art Windows program that runs in all versions of
Windows. It does more than give you a place to
type in the information; it actually completes the
forms automatically and performs all the math
and tax look-up functions as well. WOET35 can
also import probate files so you can prepare returns with a minimum of retyping. It also exports
files to our U.S. Estate Tax program.
All forms generated by WOET35 are approved by
the Ohio Department of Taxation and have our
trademark ―Print-Shop-Perfect‖ look.
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Form 2 – Estate Tax Form
Form 2 – Recapitulation
Form 2 – Information
Schedule A – Real Property
Schedule B – Stocks and Bonds
Schedule C – Mortgages, Notes and Cash
Schedule D – Insurance
Schedule E – Part I – Joint & Survivorship Property
Schedule E – Part II – Joint & Survivorship Property
Schedule F – Other Miscellaneous Property
Schedule G – Transfers During Lifetime
Schedule H – Powers of Appointment
Schedule I – Annuities, Pensions, Retirement Plans
Schedule J – Debts & Administration Expenses
Schedule K – Charitable Bequests
Schedule M – Part I – Bequests to Surviving Spouse
Schedule M – Part II – Bequests to Surviving Spouse
Form 2-X(I) - Amended Ohio Estate Tax Resident Return
Form 5 – Ohio Estate and Additional Tax Return Filing Notice
Form 12 – Application for Consent to Transfer
Form 14 – Tax Release
Form 17 – Ohio Estate and Additional Tax Estimated Payment
Form 21 – Application for Certificate of Release of Lien
Form 22 – Certificate of Tax Payment/Real Property Disclosure
Form 34 – Qualified Farm Property Valuation Election Application
Form 35 – Worksheet for Developing Value of Qualified Farm
Form 36 – Qualified Farm Annual Report for Estate Tax Valuation
Form 36-A – Certificate of Subordination of Tax Lien
Form 41 – Application for Extension of Time to Pay

14
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This is the same program used by Domestic Relations Courts, Juvenile Courts, Probate
Courts, Child Support Enforcement Agencies, Departments of Human Services, Prosecutor’s Offices, Appellate Courts, Law Libraries and Universities all over Ohio. Our latest release of Revised Ohio Child Support Guidelines for Windows – Version 3+ (WROCSG3) is
much more than a minor revision to comply with current laws. In making our changes, we applied the principle that has worked so well for us over the years—if the new program doesn‘t incorporate the best and newest programming techniques and isn‘t easier to use, it isn‘t worth the
trouble.
We brought all our expertise to bear in this new version and were able to make it more powerful,
yet take up less disk space. One particular area we focused on was the statutory guidelines for the
treatment of shared parenting plans. While earlier versions of the Ohio Revised Code were silent
on the treatment of shared parenting versus sole residential orders, newer versions of O.R.C.
§3113.215 contain more specific standards within which shared parenting plans may be dealt
with via the child support worksheet (HB 352, 1/1/98; HB 408, 10/1/97).
We addressed the issue of shared parenting in a more logical and straightforward manner
than ever before. We think we accomplished our goal by incorporating a 1-2-3, push-button
clarity. The number of other changes and improvements is substantial.


Complete, context-senstive help with statutory
citations.



Accommodates percentage rate or flat fee
processing charges (poundage).



Implementation of the old alternate low income tables for calculation of pre-1994 orders.



Buff-colored, scaleable screens for easy viewing on any computer at any screen resolution.



Arrearage and interest calculator.



Plus all the other features that made prior
versions of WROCSG our best selling program.
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The Original “New Look”
Program
Ohio Guardianship Forms (WOGF2) was our
very first Windows program to use the Borland
Database Engine and sport the new Windows
three-dimensional sculptured interface. Since its
release in 1995, we‘ve had the opportunity to take
hundreds of calls from users with suggestions and
requests for additional features. We listened carefully and this new WOGF2 release is the culmination of all our knowledge and efforts.

Comprehensive
We left out nothing. WOGF2 includes every standard probate guardianship form. Here‘s the list:
Form 15.0
Form 15.01
Form 15.1
Form 15.2
Form 15.3
Form 15.4
Form 15.5
Form 15.6
Form 15.7
Form 15.8

Next Of Kin Of Proposed Ward
Judgment Entry - Setting Hearing On Application For
Appointment of Guardian
Waiver Of Notice And Consent (multiple)
Fiduciary’s Acceptance - Guardian
Guardian’s Bond
Letters Of Guardianship
Guardian’s Inventory (unlimited pages)
Application To Release Funds To Guardian
Application For Authority To Expend Funds
Guardian’s Account (unlimited pages)

Form 15.81
Form 15.9
Form 16.0
Form 16.1
Form 16.2
Form 16.3
Form 16.4
Form 16.5
Form 17.0
Form 17.1
Form 17.2
Form 17.3
Form 17.4
Form 17.5
Form 17.7
Form 17.8
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Bank Certificates (multiple)
Oath Of Guardian
Application For Appointment Of Guardian Of Minor
Affidavit
Selection Of Guardian By Minor Over Fourteen Years
Of Age
Notice Of Hearing For Appointment Of Guardian Of
Minor (multiple)
Notice Of Hearing On Application For Appointment
(multiple)
Judgment Entry - Appointment Of Guardian Of Minor
Application For Appointment Of Guardian
Statement Of Expert Evaluation
Consent By Prospective Ward
Notice To Prospective Ward Of Application And Hearing
Notice Of Hearing For Appointment Of Guardian
(multiple)
Judgment Entry - Appointment Of Guardian For Incompetent Person
Guardian’s Report
Investigator’s Report

“Print-Shop-Perfect” Forms
Spectacular printing is the hallmark of our Probate
Combo. It means every form looks like the court‘s
own forms—fully formatted, picture perfect and
ready to file. All forms are in strict compliance
with Rules 16 and 17 of the Supreme Court Rules
for Superintendence of Common Pleas Courts.

16
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We’re Only Gonna
Say This Once!
Enter basic information only once. WOGF2 automatically completes all the forms based on your
single entry (i.e., guardian and ward‘s name, address, telephone number, age, etc., and court information, county name, court title, presiding
judge, etc.). Enter assets and expenses once.
Send the entries to the appropriate forms by pointing and clicking. That means entering lengthy legal descriptions only one time. Like a conductor,
you direct the financial entries to the various
forms by merely waving your mouse cursor.

More Features
Network Friendly. We designed WOGF2 with a
new network friendliness that permits centralized
file-keeping and easy, one-step backing up of client files. WOGF2 contains detailed instructions
that make tricky network installations much less
complicated.
Virtually Unlimited Form Copies and Continuation Schedules. WOGF2 permits you to
complete, display and print nearly limitless multiples of most waivers, notices, bank certificates,
etc. The same goes for the continuation pages of
the inventory and accounting forms.
ZERO Learning Curve. We‘ve made WOGF2
easier to use and learn than ever before. In fact, if
you‘ve used any of our probate programs, you
know how to use WOGF2 already! Better yet, we
made design changes that make WOGF2 as goofproof as possible, including context-sensitive
help.
Automated Form Filling. In case you didn‘t already know, WOGF2 can automate probate form
completion to an extent you didn‘t imagine possible. We also redesigned the screen and printouts
to assure compatibility with all types of computers and printers – easy and errorless.

No Cranial Overload
Don‘t fix it if it ain‘t broke! We stuck with the
identical approach to probate data entry that you
told us you liked in Probate Combo for Windows.
Written and designed by an Ohio attorney, it
works the way you want probate software to
work. The screens and printouts look exactly like
the preprinted forms you normally use. No special
training is necessary. WOGF2 completes, calculates and formats the probate forms automatically.
So it‘s as easy to use as a word processor. Of
course, there is extensive on-line help through
Windows, and there is our easy to read, printed
software owner‘s manual. However, WOGF2 is
easy and intuitive, so you can dig in immediately.
If you do have a problem, our expert telephone
support staff can answer any question. Also,
there‘s no mandatory annual upkeep fee for maintenance releases or technical support. No headaches.

Send Us Your Sites
Don‘t be stingy! If you know of a good
Web site that is related to the practice of
law, don‘t keep it to yourself. Let us
know about it and we‘ll include it on our
new Law Library Web page where you‘ll
find links to searchable statutory and case
law, and other legal research materials.

Set Your Sites On Us
Don‘t hesitate to make our Puritas
Springs Software web site (www.puritassprings.com) a favorite or bookmark of
your web browser. There‘s no better
place to begin a search for legal materials
on the Internet.

Puritas Springs Software

ADOPTION

OF

MINORS

OHIO REVISED CODE CHAPTER 3107

This release of our new Adoption software coincides
with the Ohio Supreme Court’s issuance of the new
Form Series 18. Completing adoptions forms couldn’t
be easier. Handles all accounting.

Form 18.0 Petition for Adoption Form 18.5 Interlocutory Order
Form 18.1 Judgment Entry

Form 18.6 Final Decree

Form 18.2 Notice of Hearing

Form 18.7 Final Decree

Form 18.3 Consent to Adoption

Form 18.8 Adoption Certificate

Form 18.4 Judgment Entry

Form 18.9 Petitioner’s Account

17
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When you have a winning formula, you don‘t make changes. Following in the footsteps
of our Probate Combo, Wrongful Death & Minor’s Claims for Windows employs a familiar user interface and method of operation. If you want to fill out a portion of a probate
form, simply click in that spot on the form and begin typing. All calculations, transfers of
common information, and waivers and consents complete themselves automatically.
We‘ve not only included standard forms, but we‘ve also included automated retainer
agreements and self-compiling lists for medical, suit and other expenses. Forms or schedules, they all come from your printer in our trademark ―print-shop-perfect‖ condition.

General Forms
General Information Worksheet - for entering common information that shows up on every form.
Disbursement/Expense Worksheet - for entering and organizing financial aspects of settlement and probate.
Spouse/Child/Kin Worksheet - for entering and organizing wrongful death beneficiaries and survival claims.
List of Medical Expenses & Other Payees - self-preparing exhibit listing medical and other expenses.
List of Suit Expenses - self-preparing exhibit listing all suit expenses.
Retainer Agreement - an attorney„s retainer agreement.

Wrongful Death Forms

Minor Claims Forms

Form 14.0

Application to Approve Settlement

Form 22.0

Application to Approve Settlement

Form 14.1

Waiver and Consent

Form 22.1

Waiver and Consent

Form 14.2

Entry Approving Settlement

Form 22.2

Entry Approving Settlement

Form 14.3

Report of Distribution

Form 22.3

Verification of Receipt and Deposit

Form 22.4

Report of Distribution and Entry

Puritas Springs Software
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Miscellaneous Legal Programs

Wizards — One click and a Document Wizard takes
you through your document step-by-step, asking simple questions and providing examples of the information requested. Nothing could be easier.
Word Processor Compatibility — Another click and
you‘re in your very own word processor looking at
your completed document. Old English fonts, character and paragraph formatting—the only limit is your
own word processor.
Customizable Documents and Defaults — In the old
WDeed, you could always pre-set unchanging information like the preparer‘s name, address, telephone
number, etc. Now, you can edit the document template itself to add the language that your office uses.
Twice the Documents — We took an informal survey
of the deeds and documents that practitioners use the
most, and doubled the number of forms included in
our prior version of WDeed. Read on for a complete
list of included forms.
Network Friendly — No, this is not a network program, but it‘s easy to set up for network centralization
of documents and templates.
Context Sensitive Help — You can press l on any
menu command and be transported instantly to the
appropriate help topic.
Quick-Create Buttons — A range of buttons for start-

ing the Document Wizard and creating your documents
with one-click of the mouse.
Pop-Up Menus — Right-click your mouse button to access pop-up menus for common functions like saving
files, starting new files, previewing and printing documents.
Full-Featured Editing — Now you can edit all portions
of your document in our editor. The editor lets you modify all of the document, not just the answer fields. The
new editor has speed buttons for left justification, right
justification, centering, bold, italics, underlining, automatic bulleting, drag and drop tabbing and margins and
more.
Deeds & Documents — Deeds: Warranty, Warranty with
survivorship, Quit-Claim, Executor‘s Under Will, Statutory Fiduciary, Survivorship Affidavit, Promissory Note,
Mortgage Deed; Estate: Simple Will, Living Will Declaration, Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care, General Durable Power of Attorney; Business: Articles of
Incorporation (Profit), Appointment of Statutory Agent,
Proceedings of Incorporators, Order & Waiver of Notice
of Subscriptions, Share Subscription, Notice of Shareholders Meeting, Minutes of First Shareholders Meeting
and more; Miscellaneous: Certificate of Sales Tax Exemption, Attorney‘s Retainer, Collection Letter, Notice
of Appearance, Criminal Discovery, General Release,
Wrongdoer‘s Letter.
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1. What’s out there?

2. It costs how much?

3. Is it a 32-bit program designed for
Windows 95 or 98 or NT?
4. Does it run on a network?
5. How hard is it to learn?
Turn Page for Answers

Puritas Springs Software
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installation to $2,000-$10,000 for network
versions up to five users.

1

We browsed through several legal periodicals, including the American Bar
Association Journal, Ohio Lawyer, Ohio
Law Weekly, and the Ohio State Bar Association Report. We found either little or no
bookkeeping/billing software that was devoted to law offices. One package that came
close at $299 needed an additional package to
enable it to do the billing!

2

Sit down for this one. If you find a
product advertised, chances are there
is no price or they want to send a
salesperson. Either way, you won’t be
happy with the disclosure. Billing packages
routinely start at about $500 for a single-user

3
4
5

Believe it or not, some of the programs out there are still DOS-based.
Now that Windows 3.1 has been dead
for years, they’re finally getting 16-bit
Windows versions together—too little too late.
This is a corollary to question 2. Either it’s not networkable or it starts at
$2,000. Those are your choices.

Beware if it comes with a 500+ page
manual, or you need to attend a training seminar. By far the most common
complaint we’ve heard about existing
billing programs is that they’re way too complicated.

The following pages describe Puritas Springs Software’s answer to these questions—the Law Office
Management Pack. It‘s a name and address, billing and bookkeeping set of programs designed specially
for law offices. It‘s also networkable and just as importantly, it‘s reasonably priced! We also added some
much-requested features like the Docketing/Calendar and TimeKeeper components. Read on if you
want to know more.
Attention Windows 3.1 Users: If you don‘t have Windows 95/98 or NT, we still have available the original 16-bit version of the Law Office Management Pack that runs in all versions of Windows. The original version has most of the features described on the following pages, but it is not a network program.
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Networks! That‘s what‘s new. What‘s so special about networks? Two things. First, name and address, bookkeeping,
billing and calendar data is centrally located. Did you ever
change a client‘s address and then have to run from computer
to computer making sure everyone had the change? Not so
with the Law Office Management Pack. Centrally located
files are used by everyone in the office, so that when a
change is made by one user, everyone else can see it. A second benefit is that its centrally located files make it easy to
backup all your data files because everything is on one computer.
BookBase3 Reporting. Now you have more ways to get
back what you put in. Search for information inclusively or
exclusively on any field with instant, on-screen results.
Sortable on any field. Plus a Report Creator that generates
WordPad text documents (viewable in any word processor)
for formatting and printing. BBase3 lets you select within
any range of dates, including all or any number of accounts,
including all transactions or certain transactions as designated
by search text, payor/payee, income or expense categories
and subtotaling by year/month or by category, payee or account.

Calendar/Docketing.
It‘s like getting an extra
program for free. BillBase3 now lets you
keep calendar information in the form of DayTimer journal with additional note area. The
calendar can be
searched and printed.
Stop Watch. Is your work ever interrupted
with phone calls, unscheduled meetings, etc.?
Now you can keep track of your time with a
stop watch on your Windows task bar. The
timer can be started, stopped and reset, so it‘s
perfect for tracking of billable hours.
Start Me Up. Our goal is to make programs easy to use.
Unfortunately, the billing/bookkeeping systems need more
setup than other software. Fortunately, the Office Management Pack has a Start Me Up Wizard that will take care of
creating name and bookkeeping files and linking all the software packages together—automatically.
Context Sensitive Help. If you need help with a command,
just highlight it and press the l key. Instantly, you‘ll be
viewing the help topic appropriate to that command. Other
page components also have context-sensitive help as well as
informative error messages.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows 95, Windows 98



Auto-Dialer. CBASE3 not only looks up the phone
number for you, but it also dials it. All you have to do is
pick up the receiver and have something to say (fax/
modem card and intelligent conversation not included).



Auto-Addresser feature - pastes formatted names
and addresses into other Windows programs capable
of clipboard interaction such as WordPerfect or Word for
Windows word processors; a fast and easy way to paste
names and addresses into letters and eliminate the
chance of misspelling a name or making a mistake in an
address.



Prints laser sheet address labels (Avery No. 5160),
continuous feed dot matrix address labels (Avery No.
4013), telephone directories and full format name and
address hard copies.

Puritas Springs Software
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One-Click Billing
1

Starts with a balance forward that is transferred from
the prior month’s bill.

2

Prints your personal letterhead at the top of the bill—
no more special billing stationery.

3

Looks up the client’s full name and address and prints
it on the bill positioned for folding and placement in a
window envelope—no more typing envelopes.

4

Prints and itemizes any additional charges to the client’s bill since the last bill, i.e., filing fees, transcript costs,
etc.

5

Prints and credits any client payments made since the
date of the last bill (or any date you choose).



Check Printing in the standard printer configuration of
one check per sheet with the check in the middle position.



Inserts dates and check numbers automatically for
speedier data entry.

6

Contains up to five optional fill-in fields for special entries such as initial retainers and client discounts.



Intelliguesses bookkeeping entries as you begin typing.

7

Calculates and prints a present balance due.





8

Maintains and balances separate accounts.

Calculates a new balance forward and automatically
creates a new billing file for next month.



Extensive search, select and segregation capabilities.




Improved sorting and search capabilities.

Choose recurring entries from history lists.
Customizable income class and expense account labels for tailoring the system to your law practice.

Extensive reporting criteria for generating viewable,
printable reports; compatible with word processors;
just follow the easy instructions. Both the generated
report and report criteria can be saved to disk.

Additional Features

Preview individual bills on screen prior to printing.
Prepare and date-sort itemized statements that can be
incorporated into the monthly billing.

A calendar feature lets you access a searchable and
printable daily/hourly log for scheduling court appearances, client appointments,
meetings, etc.

You can add

customized special notes to bills
notifying of repeat billings, upcoming court
dates, etc.

If you choose,

you can add interest on unpaid balances that are carried from month
to month.
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Web Sites & News

This is a nifty little reference site that acts as
a hub for the top online dictionaries,
thesauri, encyclopedias and language stylebooks.

This site is maintained by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court of the Northern District of
Ohio. You‘ll find local rules and administrative orders.

Welcome to the National Library of Medicine’s LOCATORplus—the Library‘s catalog of books, journals, audiovisuals and
access points to other medical research
tools. An impressive variety of medical information can be accessed from this site‘s
main menu.

The ridiculous name of this site belies its
utility as a search engine. Actually it‘s more
than a simple search engine. Like Yahoo, it
is a metasearch service that submits your
search to 25 different search engines. The
results are divided into sections by engine.
The results depend on the number and types
of pages indexed by the services. The number of sites that show up can also vary depending on the operators you use in your
query (AND or NOT or quote marks or plus
signs) since different search engines understand and use different operators.

The Help with Syntax section is a great resource when you‘re having trouble getting
results. If you prefer some search engines
over others, click the Custom Search option
to select the order in which you want your
results presented. Dogpile also has options to
search FTP sites, yellow pages, white pages,
maps, stock quotes, weather, and the Usenet
through the same interface.

This page contains information about where
to obtain vital records (such as birth, death
and marriage certificates and divorce decrees) from each state, territory and county
of the United States. Guidelines are provided
at this site for accessing information on how
to order vital records. If you are looking for
vital records from a foreign country, there are
also links to foreign vital records web sites.

This is FindLaw‘s index of Ohio court resources. Here you‘ll find opinions, local
rules, local form packages, contact information and much more. Any Ohio municipal
court that has a web site is listed here along
with common pleas, domestic relations, juvenile, appellate and probate courts. If you need
to check a local rule, this is the place to start.

Puritas Springs Software
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Upgrade Notice & Misc. Product Info
Downloading Upgrades
The U.S. Estate Tax (W706) and the U.S.
Income Tax for Estates and Trusts (W1041)
programs are both available as downloadable
upgrades. Owners of either of these programs
can contact us for details on how to access
these free upgrades.
Upgrades by E-Mail
Internet-enabled offices can now obtain upgrades of any program they own by e-mail.
To obtain an upgrade by e-mail, send us an email message (ernie@puritas-springs.com)
containing your return e-mail address, the
name of the program you want upgraded and
the version and serial number of your disk.
As soon as we can (usually the same day),
we‘ll send you a return e-mail with an attachment or attachments containing the upgrade
files. These files can be unzipped to a floppy
disk and installed per the instructions in our
manual.
WinZIP vs. PKUnzip
We‘ve received scattered reports from users
who have been unable to unzip or decompress our zipped demo or program upgrades.
Each user from whom we received such a
report was using PKUnzip which leads us to
believe there may be some incompatibility
between WinZIP (the zipping program we
use) and PKUnzip (another popular zipping
program). If you have similar difficulties, you
may want to obtain a free trial copy of WinZIP. See the Downloads page of our web
site (www.puritas-springs.com) for details
and a link to the WinZIP site.
As a final note regarding the compatibility
issue, we should point out that there are many
PKUnzip users out there and yet we have
received only a few problem reports. Consequently, this may be indicative of user error
rather than true incompatibility, but we
thought we‘d let you know just the same.

If you have any of the following programs, you may be eligible for a free
upgrade. Send us your original program
disk (no Borland disks or manuals need
be returned), and you must include a
self-addressed, stamped return mailer.
The version numbers in bold are the current version as of the time of publication.
The version numbers not in bold are versions eligible for free upgrade.
WARNING: Make sure you match the
eligibility criteria below. We cannot be
responsible for returning disks that are
ineligible.
Official Bankruptcy Forms - Version
2.18 - any version between 2.00 and
2.17.
U.S. Estate Tax - Version 2.16 - any
version between 2.00 and 2.15.
Adoption of Minors - Version 1.08 - any
version between 1.00 and 1.07.
Basic Ohio Probate Forms - Version
3.71 - any version between 3.50 and
3.70.
Ohio Estate Tax - Version 3.67 - any
version between 3.50 and 3.66.
Revised Ohio Child Support Guidelines
Version 3.21 - any version between 3.00
and 3.20.
U.S. Income Tax for Estates and Trusts
– Version 2.15 - any version between
2.00 and 2.14.
Ohio Wrongful Death & Minor’s
Claims – Version 2.02 - any version
between 2.00 and 2.01.
Ohio Guardianship Forms – Version
2.14 – any version between 2.00 and
2.13.
Franklin County Probate Forms – Version 1.07 – any version between 1.00
and 1.06.
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I can’t see all my files in
Windows Explorer. Files
that I know are there
can’t be seen. Is this a
problem with Explorer?
For whatever reason, Microsoft chose to distribute Windows 95 and 98 with filters enabled that hide certain files. To see all your
files and their extensions, start Explorer, go to
the View menu and choose Details. With the
Details command enabled you will be able to
see the file extensions and other file details.
You still, however, may not be able to see all
the files. To make sure you see all the files,
click on the View menu and choose Folder
Options. In the Folder Options dialog, select
the View tab. In the Advanced settings window you‘ll see a folder called Hidden files.
Click the Show all files item and you‘re all
set.

I read your recent article about
setting the screen area in
Windows 95/98. When I
tried a higher setting as
you recommended, it
didn’t work. I asked my computer technician about it and he
said I didn’t have enough video
memory. Why can’t I use the
settings you recommend?
Obviously, your computer technician has personal knowledge about your particular system, so we‘ll presume he is correct in diagnosing that you don‘t have the requisite video
memory. Video memory is a special type of
memory that stores the information on your
screen. Your video display is made up of tiny
dots, called pixels, that form the letters and
graphics you see on your monitor. A monitor
that is set to 800 x 600 is made up of 800 dots
horizontally by 600 dots vertically. On a black
and white display where each pixel is either
on (white) or off (black), 480,000 bits of
memory is required to store the video information that makes up your display. Because
one byte of memory is made up of 8 bits, this

setting requires that you have 60,000 bytes of
video memory. As soon as color enters the
equation, the video memory requirements increase dramatically. Without getting too
deeply into binary math, a color setting of 256
colors requires 8 bits or 1 byte to store the
information necessary to display one pixel.
Consequently, an 800 x 600 screen of 256 colors requires video memory of 480,000 bytes.
High color uses 16 bits to store the color information of one pixel and therefore at the high
color setting, a screen area of 800 x 600 requires 960,000 bytes. Most newer computers
have no problems with video memory, but
older computers came equipped with less
video memory. If you want to check how
much video memory you have, you can right
click your mouse on a vacant area of the Windows desktop and select the Properties item.
In the Display Properties dialog, select the
Settings tab. When you‘re on the Settings
page, click the Advanced button and then go
to the Adapter tab. There you‘ll find the
amount of video memory installed on your
machine. Note that the Display Properties
dialog may differ depending on the manufacturer of your system. Regardless, you should
find the installed video memory somewhere in
the area titled Adapter. For a computer, the
math isn‘t that difficult, so it‘s a pity that Windows permits you to select display settings that
your video adapter card will not support. But it
does, so you have to be conscious of that possibility and know how to return the default
settings in the event things don‘t work out. If
you‘re interested, you can make rough calculations of required video memory (in bytes) using the following formula:
Screen Width in Pixels
X
Screen Height in Pixels
X
Color Depth in Bytes
You can use the chart on the next page to determine color depth in bytes:
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Color Depth

Bytes

Black/White

1/8

16 colors

1/2

256 colors
1
For
law
offices,
Hi-Color (16 bit)
2
the
256
color
setting
True Color (24 bit)
3
should
be
more than adequate. If you‘re limited in video
memory, it‘s best to go as high as you can in
display resolution (i.e., 800 x 600) and as low
as possible in color depth (i.e., 16 color). Just
to make sure we‘ve bored you to the point of
nausea, here‘s an example: If you wanted to
set your computer to 800 x 600 with 16 colors,
you‘d need 240,000 bytes of video memory
(800 times 600 times 1/2). Now you know.

We saved a file some time ago
and now we can’t find it. Is there
a way to check the computer to see where it is
at?
With hard drives on new systems
topping out at 10 gigabytes, it can be difficult
to locate a misplaced file. Windows 98 and
Windows 95 both have a tool for finding lost
files. You can use it by clicking on the Start
button and selecting Find, then Files or Folders. When the Find utility appears, you must
type in the name of the file in the Named box
and tell Find where to look—usually the hard
drive C:. Let‘s say you were looking for a
word processing file named SMITH.DOC. In
the Find window you would type
SMITH.DOC and in the Look In box you
would enter C:\. Also make sure the Include
subfolders box is checked. Then click Find
Now button. The Find utility will search your
entire hard drive and show you a list of files
that match your search criteria. Note that you
don‘t have to know the full name of the file
you‘re trying to find. The Find utility uses an
asterisk (*) as a wild card character. In the
above example you could type SMITH*.* and
Find would locate any file that began with the
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name SMITH regardless of the full name and
extension, i.e., SMITH LETTER.WDP. The
Find utility can do even more. It can search
through the contents of files looking for
matching text. Let‘s say you don‘t even know
the name of the file you are looking for, but
you do know there was a reference within the
file to section 3113.215 of the Ohio Revised
Code. To locate your file you could enter the
following search criteria:
Named: *.*
Containing text: 3113.215
Look in: C:\
Using these parameters, the Find utility would
search and examine every file on your hard
drive looking for the text 3113.215. If you‘re
doing it right and you own our child support
program, the above search should find at least
two files—the WROCSG3.EXE file and the
WROCSG3.HLP files, both of which contain references to O.R.C. 3113.215. Our examples were given in the context of Windows
98. The Find utility in Windows 95 is the
same, but the Containing text field is on the
Advanced tab of the Find utility. You‘ll discover the Find utility to be extremely fast at
scouring your hard drive looking for files.
However, if you tell it to find certain text, the
command gets a lot slower because it must
read each file‘s contents. You can speed up
the search considerably by narrowing the
search criteria. For example, if you know the
file you‘re looking for is a Word word processing file, you could change the Named
field to *.DOC. That way Find will only examine files with the DOC extension and
won‘t waste time reading EXE and other unrelated files. The Find utility has other search
parameters such as finding files created within
certain date ranges or finding files of specific
sizes.
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RE: We have a huge probate file
that somehow became corrupted and gives us an error
when we try to open it. Is there
any way to fix the file?
It is possible to resurrect a corrupted file. You
can start the retrieval process by understanding that a probate file is not really a file but a
set of files. When you create a probate file
named SMITH.W35, WBOPF35 creates the
following set of files in the Files subfolder of
the WBOPF35 directory:

SMITH.W35 in C:\WBOPF35\Files\W35
SMITH.DB in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Assets
SMITH.MB in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Assets
SMITH.PX in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Assets
SMITH.DB in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Expenses
SMITH.MB in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Expenses
SMITH.PX in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Expenses
SMITH.DB in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Kin
SMITH.PX in C:\WBOPF35\Files\Kin
It‘s possible that the W35 file is corrupted,
but the database files are fine. Because 90%
of the data entry process is performed in the
database worksheets, it would be worth it to
retrieve the database files even if you need to
reenter some additional lost information. Say
a prayer and follow these steps.
1. Delete the W35 file. As indicated above,
you‘ll find this file in the C:\WBOPF35
\Files\W35 folder. Delete the file in Windows
Explorer and NOT in WBOPF35. If you delete the file in WBOPF35, all 9 files will be
deleted and you‘re dead in the water. Use
Windows Explorer so you can selectively delete only the W35 file.
2. Here‘s the sneaky part. You‘ll see a file in
the W35 folder called DEFAULT.W35. In
Windows Explorer, click once on the file
name to highlight it and then press the Copy
button. Now press the Paste button.
3. After the paste operation, you should see a
file at the end of the file list called Copy of
Default.W35. Click once on the file name to
highlight it, then press the m key. Now you

can edit the file name. Change the name
from Copy of Default.W35 to whatever the
name was of the file you deleted, i.e.,
SMITH.W35.
You‘re done. You can now start the
WBOPF35 program and attempt to load the
problem file. If the file loads without an error, you can reenter the data on the General
Information Worksheet and you‘re back in
business. All of the Asset, Expense and
Next of Kin Worksheet information should
be intact. If the file still gives you an error
when you try to open it, then it may be that
one or more of the database files are bad and
there‘s not much you can do except start
over.
Almost all of our programs have client file
sets rather than single client files. Only the
Revised Ohio Child Support Guidelines
program (WROCSG), U.S. Income Tax for
Estates and Trusts (W1041) and Deed and
Document Pro (WDeed2) have a single client file and not a set of files. Therefore, you
can use the technique described above to fix
files from our other programs by replacing
the main client file with a copy of that program‘s DEFAULT file.

RE: We have the new Ohio Estate Tax program and sometimes it locks up when we try to
view Form 12. Are we doing
something wrong?
No. The earliest release of the WOET35
program was not very tolerant of systems
that did not have their Windows display settings optimized. We subsequently released
an updated program that is not so picky. For
Version 3.5+ owners the upgrade is free. To
obtain the upgrade send us your original
WOET35 disk with a self-addressed,
stamped return envelope and we‘ll rush the
update to you immediately.
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RE: “q’s” instead of boxes.
This was the subject of an article two issues
ago (Vol. 99, No. 1). Like a hit single, it‘s gone
to the top of the charts in the technical support
department, so we‘re repeating it (whether you
want us to or not).
It all started in October 1998 when a user complained that his printed forms had ―q‘s‖ where
there should be check boxes.
Many technical support questions
―So what happens are what we call pattern or repeat
questions, but this was a new one
if a title search
on a program that had been out
five years from
for 18 months. We were connow discloses that founded when a user with this
had computer equipment
the incorrect form problem
identical to ours!

was used? Not
everyone may
know the answer,
and not everyone
may agree on the
answer, but everyone will agree
they don’t want to
get into the situation of finding
out the hard
way.‖

The tale begins with the fact that
the new Windows 98 HewlettPackard printer driver makes
some mistakes. In our case, the
same print routines that drew
check boxes from Windows 3.1
through Window 95 were printing
q‘s in Windows 98.
The first clue to the answer was
that if you deleted the Windows
98 driver and installed an earlier
version of that driver (i.e., Windows 95) the check boxes printed
fine. Okay, that‘s a solution, but a
strange one because it contravenes conventional wisdom to
recommend an older driver in
preference to a new one.

What would Microsoft say about this? That‘s
the second clue. We noticed that when you
updated from Windows 95 to Windows 98, Microsoft‘s installation process left the Windows
95 HP printer driver intact and skipped installation of the newer HP Windows 98 driver. Curious. We repeated this behavior over and over
in our lab, so it was obvious Microsoft was
choosing the Windows 95 HP printer driver
over the Windows 98 version.
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By December 1998, we could predict the
situation worsening as offices purchased new
computers. The new computers were bringing
the problem to a head because these systems
were native Windows 98 systems and not upgrades from Windows 95. Consequently, they
had the new, improved HP driver.
When neither HP nor Microsoft came up with
a fix, we decided to take matters into our own
hands and changed the way our programs
rendered check boxes on forms. See the list of
upgrade availability on page 25. This seemingly ubiquitous program modification was an
immensely time-consuming project involving
over 500 development hours. The object was
to solve this problem before our users encountered it and we succeeded in doing that by
revising all our programs.
Unfortunately, it wasn‘t possible to reengineer the discontinued versions of our software. This means that offices adhering to the
―use it ‘til the wheels fall off‖ policy may find
the wheels falling off when they buy a new
computer. In these instances, purchasing an
upgrade is the only solution. The saving grace
in the case of our probate program, for example, is that it may help law offices avoid answering the questions like ―what are the consequences of filing a Certificate of Transfer
that does not contain a statement of testacy?‖
Only the newest version of our probate program has the correct version of the Certificate
of Transfer that became effective in October
of 1998. So what happens if a title search five
years from now discloses that the incorrect
form was used? Not everyone may know the
answer, and not everyone may agree on the
answer, but everyone will agree they don‘t
want to get into the situation of finding out
the hard way.
This should be our final chapter on the story
of the q‘s. Be sure to check our Product Upgrades page to check your eligibility for a free
upgrade and to make sure you comply with
the statutory requirements.
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Word’s Built-In
Calculator
You‘re typing a document in Word and have
to insert a calculation. What do you do? You
could right-click your mouse on the Start
button, choose Explore from the pop-up
menu and find the CALC.EXE file in the
C:\WINDOWS folder. Double-clicking on
the CALC.EXE file name will start the Windows calculator.
It may even be quicker to click the Start button and choose Run from the menu and type
Calc and hit e.
Here‘s how you could use Word’s built-in
calculator:
1. Select Customize on the Tools menu.
2. Select Tools in the Categories box and
then scroll through the Commands window and find Tools Calculate.
3. Click on Tools Calculate and drag it to
either the tool bar or the Tools menu and
drop it where you want it.
Now that you have it, use it. The implementation of this tool is not as straightforward as we
might have liked. You don‘t ever see the calculator. Here‘s how you do it:
1. Type a mathematical expression in your
document, i.e., 2+3.
2. Highlight the expression.
3. Choose Tools|Tools Calculate or press the
Tools Calculate button if you created one.
4. The answer to the calculation is displayed
in Word’s status bar at the bottom of the
screen.
Because the answer is automatically copied to
the Windows clipboard, you can paste it into
your document. To finish up:
1. Type an equal sign (=) after your math expression.
2. Choose Edit|Paste or click the Paste icon

on your toolbar. Voila! Your answer appears in the text!

On Site Printer Help
If you‘re bothered by printer
problems, you might try this
trick before calling your technician. Windows 98/95 has a
printer troubleshooter that takes you step-bystep through some common printer problems.
To access the troubleshooter, click on the
Start button and select Help from the pop-up
menu. In Windows 98 select the Contents tab
and then click on the Troubleshooting topic.
Below the Troubleshooting topic is a subtopic
called Print. Click on the Print subtopic and
the Windows 98 Print Troubleshooter will
display. From there you can answer various
questions and possibly get the information
you need to fix your problem. In Windows 95
there is no Contents tab; you can simply
click on the Troubleshooting topic and then
the If you have trouble printing … subtopic.

What Day Is It?

Need to know what day a particular date falls on? Use Windows built-in calendar to find
out. Double-click the time display on the taskbar at the lower right part of
the Windows desktop. When the Date/Time
Properties dialog appears, select the desired
month and year and find the target date.
WARNING. Be sure to click the Cancel button. Don‘t click Apply or Ok when you‘re
done or you‘ll reset the Windows clock.
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Our new Deed & Document Pro for Windows
(WDeed2) program broke new ground in the area
of automated document preparation for law offices.
We knew we were on to something good as we
prepared the program for release and our expectations were confirmed by the excellent feedback we
received from our users. Recognizing that we were
setting a new standard for legal programs, we are
currently adapting the new program format for the
handling of living trust documents, so you can expect some type of automated trust software from us
before the year‘s end. If you‘d like to know more
about the next generation of legal software, see
page 19 of this catalog describing the new WDeed2
release.

In This Issue...

We‘ve started to send notices of upgrades and
new product releases by e-mail. Ordinarily, these
materials go out by bulk mail and we send thousands of them. This often involves a delay of
two or more weeks in terms of arranging the
printing, stuffing, presorting and a slew of other
steps we go through to prepare a large mailer. So
if you‘d like to receive such information as
quickly as possible, you
may want to call or write (or
e-mail) us with your e-mail
address. Send e-mail to
ernie@puritas-springs.com.

Improving law office income, product news and information, hot new web sites,
law office computing tips, technical support and free upgrade information.
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